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A vo.le processor operating salistactorilv in laboratorN environmients \k ith carefulkl prerecorded speech samples

ofen fails ito operate satisfactorilx xx ith lise speech. potential reasons are: (H) the speech les el mat, he tot) high or itot

lsx (2) the spec-h signal !-at, has e too muLch nmrf'Crencc (ambient noise, breath noise. 60 Hi hum, di uital noise in

anaog ircits aDC ha caused b) component aging.ec generated atthe analog-to-digital conserte ~iu) 3 h
microphone frequency miay he severely distorted: (4) the speech signal from the existing aulditl x'en in certain operat -

ing environments. mnax be improperly coupled ito the front-end circuit: is) the speaker ma\ be talking too) tast or mia\

have an improper mouth-to-microphoneC di'stance, or the specch spectra miax lack high freqjuency energie..
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19. ABSTRAC'I (Continued)

It has taken over a decade of R&D to deploy voice processors. Once the> are deployed, they will not be easily
replaced for various reasons. Therefore, voice processors must be designed such that they will operate satisfactorily
even under unexpected operating environments loag after they have been deployed. This report is written with that goal
in mind.
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VOICE PREPROCESSOR FOR DIGITAL
VOICE APPLICATIONS

INTRODUCTION

For many years, digital voice processors have been used to transmit speech information at low
bit rates in secure voice applications. Digital voice processors are increasingly being used for recog-
nizing speech or speakers to facilitate human-computer interaction (Fig. 1). In any of these applica-
tions. an indispensable part of the process is the characterization of the speech spectrum. Recently.
numerous digital speech processing techniques have been developed Ibr this purpose with the linear
predictive coding (LPC) being the most widely used technique. We have also investigated LPC
analysis/synthesis for improving low-bit-rate voice encoding [1,21.

Digital Speech Processor

umn Speech Human-Computer

Interface Recognizer Speech Interface
Parameters

Speat~er in Memory

Speech Roi
IS Speech peech Speech Processor Speech

In Preprocessor Analyzer Encoder Synthesizer & Out
&DA

-~ A/C)

Text -. ,_ _ Text-to-Speech
in 0- Converter

Tpxt in Memory

Fig. I - Digital voice processors for secure voice and human-computer interactive applications,. The speech preprocessor
(indicated by a thick-lined box) conditions the speech signal for subsequent speech analsi for various applicatlins lhe
quality of the speech preprocessor NignificantlN affects the overall system performance. During the early d fJs. .f 2400-b s
Voice eitcxler development, refinement of the front-end analog circuits alone improved the speech intelligibilit,, b, a, much
as Five ptints. %khich denonstrates the importance of the input audio processor

ManuN ript approved February 27. I9.



KANG. FRANSEN. AND MORAN

Strangely, no comprehensive investigation has been related to the requirements of a speech
preprocessor (often known as the front-end processor or speech 1/O, which is the critihL.l link
between humans and computers. Over the years, we have designed audio circuits based on somewhat
lax performance specifications because severe!y distorted speech can still provide acceptable speech

quality. For example, the severe distortion in the speech waveform from a carbon microphone is due
to the random modulation of the electrical resistance caused by the movement of the carbon granules.
But the quality of the telephone speech is deemed acceptable to a majority of its users. Because our

ears are tolerant to speech distortions, speech input circuits have often been haphazardly designed.

-,_,t the speech analyzer in the digital voice processor is not a human ear. A speech waveform
anomaly not objectionable to the human ears (viz., peak clipping of the speech waveform) can cause a
significant deterioration in the estimated speech spectrum. The speech waveform nas a wide dynamic

range (60 dB or more), and it is difficult to maintain a correct speech level. An improper speech level

is one of the reasons why a voice processor optimized in the laboratory by the use of carefully
prerecorded speech often fails in the field because of the varying levels of live speech.

The speech preprocessor presented in this report is more thaii a conventional front-end speech

[/0 device comprised of an amplifier, an antialiasing filter, and an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter.
Our preprocessor self-adjusts the speech level and equalizes the microphone frequency response and
the spectral tilt of voices; it also removes various interferences detrimental to speech analysis, such as
distorted microphone response. breath noise from the microphone, digital noise in the analog channel,
60 Hz hum, unintentional DC bias from the A/D converter, and external ambient noise. In other
words, the speech preprocessor conditions the speech signal to produce the best speech analysis result

for the intended applications (i.e., speech encoding, speech recognition, or speaker recognition'.

Note that many preprocessing operations will be digital rather than analog because of the follow-
ing advantages:

* Minitaurization-Elaborate analog circuits are a hindrance to miniaturizing voice processors.

Over the years, weight and power consumption of digital voice processors have declined

steadily (Fig. 2), and this trend will continue. Our approach to speech preprocessing lends

itself to future hardware miniaturization.

* No Aging Problem-The performance will not degrade because of aging components in the

analog circuits.

" Flexibility and Power- Digital processing has more flexibility. For example. filter charac-

teristics of a digital filter can achieve more ideal filtering characteristics (i.e., steeper cutoff

rate and linear phase response), and they can be altered more conveniently by changing

weights. It needed, filter weights can adaptively be changed based on whether the speeLh sig-

nal is voiced (which needs sharp cutoff) or unvoiced (which does not need sharp cutoff to

bring out-of-band speech energies into the passband).

The topics included in this report have come to our attention while working with various voice

processors over the past 15 years. We hopc that our thoughts and experience will guide the designers

of tuwre secure voice and human-computer interactive voice systems.

• i iimiimm I n ImiI IUI I2
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1000 1 Wo. Sig Sallyi
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Fig. 2 - Power consumption .nd weight of low-bit-rate digital voice processors. This figure shows
how the advancement of digital component technology has contributed to the reduction of both
weight and power consumption. Sig Sally was padkaged in a dozen 6 ft racks-, KY-9 was contained
in seven 19-in, racks (weighing 500 lb). In our preprocessor, the operations heretofore carried out
by analog circuits are relegated to digital signal processing. Reduction of analog processing has

been an influential factor in the miniaturization of voice processors.

BACKGROUND DISCUSSIONS

Wide Dynamic Range

Speech is a difficult signal to interface with a signal processor because speech has a wide
dlynznic range. Peak amp~itudes ot vowels are often 40 d13 greater than peak amplitudes of fricatives
(Fig. 3). In addition, a 20 dB difference in loudness exists from one speaker to another. Therefore, a
front-end processor must have a dynamic range of at least 60 dB. Otherwise, vowel waveforms will
be clipped frequently, or weak fricatives will be lost. If any of these occur, the performance of the
voice processor will be degraded.

/h/ / / //l//

Fig. 3 - Speech waveform of "help.'' The peak amplitude of speech varies as, much as 40 dB within a fraction of a

second, as noted from the fricative /h/ to the vowel /e/ in this example. A wide dynamic range is a.notable characteristic of

the speech waveform. An improper front-end gain will distort the speech waveform. One critical function of the proces-

sor is to maintain a proper input speech level.

Cu 3
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Perceptual Tolerance to Speech Distortion

But distorted speech is not too) objectionable to the hunman ear . It i ha, been mekno'A~n that so-

called "peak-cl ippine, !- spiech has IMI ttepece-ptual eftect on nt chiIiand ree"-l1 ethIc ettecC on]
+ualitR cecn it- 101 to 12 dB of the hieet Noicc peaks :rc el i mated . luri ni "oild VW..r It. the Ui.S.
Arn Sienal Corps Ykneineering 1aortoi saked the Ps i Acis -.ho r itor\ of Harvaird
Ui jvrsitN to In~ est igate the max inut ii degree of amnplitude distort ion toletrA)blein ai communiceat ion
ss stem (i.e.. analou communication ss stemis such as the telephone). It Ais tound that if speech cre
differentiated prior to clippini,, even infinite clipping retatined 90(' to 1)5'' oi tll, mi na nelligihil-
it, oft nonsense monoss ahles 31For tmo reasons. humanm car arc scnsit)e impi itide distor-
tions:

0 Halurmonic Structurt' of I ni.cd Specc / SpctiruiVoiced speech (wv \~cl "01.unds1 Is generated

b\ periodic ringing of the ' ocal traict b\ the glottis. Therethire. the wioced speech .k~e a .eormn Is

periodic at the pitch rate (Fig-. 41t.: its Specrum1 IS co1centrated at pitch hairmonics' tf-ic 4 I.
Noite that aimplitude di sti rt io ns of woiced speech do not create cross 1 pi iducts of frequencies
that fall betx\ en pitch harmionics, (or inhairmonic sounds). Hence di s[t-ted speech is not too
objecctionablec to on r cars.

E

C)

E'

Frequency (kHz)

tie1 4 N ~cc I i\ c t mi mt %k ,m I , A.ini i trCILeii&T1\ sp ciI)C1111 B3CdilsC tie st1i)C h1

\kk\ elmiti 1s teIr.'iiiI\ e1 ifi tie tll Vie.c is, ftCeqUenie L1iintsniieiOis diL CLitiuiidld at t'iih

1i1 ilie t tus. iros prmmdui (N 01 1reikUi1i'k (5 e-L'LTJLeIiet hN iimiiliiieCiV dmsimmriimmiis tire ,i1

01mflflfltid mi piih hi.ITT1011mI t I, is V1h disimmiled st'cIh iflm ii mmn mmermphmimes 1s

jimt tommi jc tlie 1iimm i thl umatln (-r.Vmm M I'i\ ilisim. pcoruw~i tml i ,im 5 [Im I lifi'

ilmmiii tie \olc mi rcvste ii Nfi ifilm ImifidmI 1cl Iride mc thii lelephmii
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0 Variability o Unvoiced Speech SScprum-Un,,oiced speech is created h\ turbulent air through
a constriction somewhere in the vocal trtct. Since the time ,,actorm is random. its spectrum
is also random (Fi. 5). For a gi-en unvoiced speech. its spectrum \aries ,kidelk trom
speaker to speaker because each has different lip, tongue, and teeth Lciarances. Distorted
unvoiced speech of one speaker can sound like undistorted unoiced speech of another person.
This is whv we do not perceive distorted unvoiced speech as being ohjectionahle.

5.0

E

C.)

C.)

) 20

E -

Frequency (kHz)

I1ig 5 Spech kas etori of unw iccd speech and its requerhc\ spo:ctrum. tnrlikC the
5 otced spee ch spectrum, the uns need speech spctrum is random A distorted tins needl
spectrumi ot onie person maN he simtilar to an tiidistorted umnoitcd Npectirum of another petr
son that is skh\ disi unons (1t urnWiced speech are nit ohiecti unable to our ears

Perceptual Tolerance to Stationaryv Phase Shift

In addition, our perception is insensitivc to certain kinds, of' rihase distortions. For cxample. a
stationary phase shift of' the speech spectrum11 Is not iscernible to us. TO illustrate this phenomenon.
the speech wav ehrnt is passed through ain all-pass filter wseam~plitude response is flat.

and phasc response is a quadratic function o' freqUC11c\ (i.e.. the group dela\ is a linear function ot
frequenc\

0( ( - .//4(XX)r- radians,

%here Iis. in hert,. and half the sampling ftrequenc\ iN -4(XX) H/. Althoug-h the in put and output
spcCLh wa' eforms look different (Fig. 6). the., sound exactl\ alike. The\, must1 be heard to he

.heI e ed

B.5
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All-Pass Filter
Input Speech A(f) =1 2 v0- Ou'pt Speec"

Fig 6 - Input and output speech A'aclorr-is fr the all-pass filter. As noted, the output speech Aae'forrn is dis-

torted, but both the input and output speech wa,,etorins sound exactly alike. Our hearing is blind to time-in',ariant

phase shift.

Effects of Speech Distortion on Spectral Estimation

It is significant to point out, however, that what, acceptable to human perception is very dif-

ferent from what is acceptable to the digital speech processor, which tries to estimate the speech spec-

trum by a limited number of parameters. For example, peak clipping of speech is highly detrimental

to speech analysis. such as the LPC analysis.

The LPC analysis is based on the assumption that a given speech samplex, is predicted by a

weighted sum of past samples,

X, = -V - k + f,. (3)
k=lt

in which a set of weighting factors ak is estimated by minimizing the mean-square prediction errors.

The prediction principle does not hold well when the speech waveform is clipped. As a result, the

estimated speech spectrum becomes erroneous. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of Aa,,cfrrn clipping on

the LPC spectrum.

CRITICAL DESIGN ISSUES

The critical issues related to the design of a voice preprocessor include microphone frequency

response equalization, input coupling, automatic gain adjustment, digital implementatiu n of the

antialiasing filter. and reduction of various forms of interference (Fig. 8. Each item is discussed in a

subsequent section.

1. Microphone

Noise-cancelling microphones are used in all toilitary platfbrms. The noise-cancelling micro-

phone attenuates undesirable background acoustic nois,, and it also attenuates unintentiona infltorna-

tion (including human ,oices in the background) leaking into the microphone.

6
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Analog ProceSsor .Digital Processor

.f oro Converler -4 Dwn Vrc

Ga. n

7-!:r 2 Section 5: SpehCcn

Kp. I- p CC-;) CC rga )C blis Removal
. ... CasiCo

F~er 60-Hz Suppression
.0 C ~ - Dg ta Nose Red uc,on

Arnb cot Nose Reduc,.,n
z< Zc oe_ V,) ... . Sn o 'o'r AGC Cort~cl Signal Gnr:o

7... :o"a1 Sw TaFr, quency Response
Dc . edS deo'eMo ,h-to-Mc Sens tivily

Spo(-a! T :Eqjal Zai fl Brea~h Noise Control

Ai.~. preprote\mir tor wice procesing applications.The preprocessor awomraticauIk adjusts the speech Ie),el. removes
speech interference. id dW1zn1eS the speech sIgnal A ih a nearkr ideal antialiasing ilter. The topics oif discussion,% are indi-

cuted in shaded box~es

The noise-cancellingL microphones currentlN in use are the first-order gradient microphones that
wsere dJeveloped in the 1930s by Harrv Olson (31. The output of this type of noise-cancelling micro-
phone is proportional to the pressure difference between two closely spaced elements. The output of a
noise -cancell Iing microphone caused by a sinusoidial source is expressed by

sin (ct r) 2~r cos (27rX)(ct - r) D~0 4
X r

where r is, the distance to the sound source, P,, is a proportional constant. D is the separation of the
two microphone elements., X Is the waveformn length of the sound source. 4- is the speed of sound. and
H is, the signal arrival angle measured from the axial direction t31.

The near-field response (which has r2 in the denominator in Eq. (4)) is for speech. and it is

independent of frequency. The far-field response (which has r in the denominator) is for noise, and it
is directly proportional to frequency,: the frequency response has a -6 dB/octax'e attenuation charac-
teristic towkard lowA frequencies. This ideal frequency response, however, is seldom attained in practice
becau-se of the complex mechanical structure around microphone elements, andi no two microphone.,
fromt differing mianufacturers hajve in!:rfrequency responses.

In certain operating ensironmients. the speech signal may come fron) existing intercommunica-
tion ssmsor audio chains. In this case, voice processors (either voice encoders. speech recogniz-
ers. or speaker recogntiers) must,1 Asork with the existing microphone. Thus it is worthwhile to review
somle ofI the better known noise-cancelling microphones to assess the amiount of frequency equalization



'% e need ito equal i/e each miicrophotne We ,ho~k t\ pic.al moI(LIth1- to- II ILcr(i phone sens,!t 'I~tIC Icto indiCate
the degree of* speech le\ ci fluctuations expected ift riiicr iphone is, iit held priyciper, \ c pmI it Out
also that the pufft screcin Is essential for nsecclliemicrophones bcause thes, tend tO distolrt the
on rse ts ofI ploI Cs

I.IFreuencii Rcywns kt qieuli-al'n

NRL has surx e~ed the cxistng icrophones, audioi s\stcmtis, and ambient nmue characteristics- in
various tactiteal piat fi rmns 141 I.This program kas talokred toi assess hoAv the Ads anced Narrost batd
Digital Voice Terminal (ANDT l V woud perf~rm st ith acusi ose at the input and stesibra-
tion. and acceleration applied to the talker. To do this, both trained and stazlk onl* speakers, read
Diagniostic Rh\ rne Test tlJRTF wAords, and [)iagnostic A cceptahilit\ Measures IJANi sentences from
military platforms %~hill' engaging. in realistic mianeuvers,. Throug h this piog-rato. a Sd, ast amount o)t

data related to microphmnes and audio) ssstems \,%as, collected.

Most oft the presentl\ deployed noise-cancelling microphon,eest cr, riilk desiened 1(r analoc,
voice conmtmunication systemns \,%here a flat lrequenc\ response ,,.as, not essential. III dipital w ice pow
cessors. howAever, the presence of microphone response peaks affects adversels, the estimation Ot the
speech spectrum. Not all presently deployed noise-cancelling microphones hae ita flat frequenc\
response. as, shown in Fig. 9. Thley must ht:c q'uceli'd to hat.( c a flat respoinse

Microphones for tracked vehicles, (e. the M-87 :intl MI-139X %tere oriinnall designed to,
attenuate lOwA frequencies, to filter out mechanical rumb-les. For speech attals s. heist esr. a lack oft
low, frequencies Is detrimental: it) pitch tracking aald s ii decision h.'coni i' reliable, and (bi
recognition of itasals ( mI , n, or ng, ) becotme difficult because thes has~ e mainls lot-frequcT\. coml-
pontents. Thus ouLr recomtnendations are:

* The frequenco. respoinse shoUld be restoired to) the Ideal flat responsec betseeti 150 to 38WN H,.1

" A more efftect is e digital preprocessiuc1- should be used to) el mi nateC I use

In Section 5 wAe present at no(ise suppression method that equliesC' microphone ftrequncx
response. In this niethod. the noise Suppressi in is crried in the IreqIJeneL dottiain.l TIherfolre, the
inicr' iphiine respe 'ise equal i tii n can be e ffected consen entl I, as n integral part if the nolise
suppression at a small comnputational cost.

1.2 MclioMrohim Scn'mitivt\

The induocd speech let ci oft a noise-cancelling tmicrophione is significantl\ dependent oin the
tiouth-to-microphone distance. Anl impro~perl\, held tu..:riphone is, a major cause of speech- le el I blue-
tuations, that are hlighls detrimental toi speech anal\ 515. Figure 10 showt the amou()Lnt oft speech atermna-
ttin exp)cted st hen the tmicrophone Is niosed 1 4 to I in. fromtv the 1m10u.1h1. The as era-c magnitude oft
spech attenuatioin is, sonlesk hcre around 12 dB, St hich is, rather signifiIcant. co~nsidering that the
tmic rophiine ould be easill s meis d b,, 3 ! iii- esen \.i hue tr\ ing to ho0Ld the microphone steadil\> O ur
recouimieruat ion is, that the pr;.preicesseir shall haS~ et a sef-JdjutIIng amplifier gain. In Section 3 \se
present ant effectis e itstr-iutmle ltmnatic cainl control A(iCtieclaisn"Il.
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Frequency (kHz)

Fiv. ha) Frequent.% response of the [A-84() The TA-84fl handset , " idels deplio 'x tc or nasj acommunitcation in ship-
board ens ronmients. Set eral diffterent noie neln microphone elements has e heen deseloped for the [A.-S4() This par-
ticular microphone element produces hass-heass and not -tooiilll-phle speech sounds In addition. bass-boosted spcech :.an
g~enerate acoustic tcedhack between the microphone and interciom speaker .. \ noted, the trequenc:- response is tar trimn flat.
it should he equalied hefore pertorming digital speech processing. The method ot vqualiin2 the trequenc\ response is

gisen in Section 5.

.. .....................

1 4

Frequency (kHz)

I-iL 9(h) Frcquenc ri.sponse it the %1- 8- noise -cancell ins mic.rophoine The %1 -8' is a hoom mic rophone that has been
%X dcl s used h the Nas s and A-ir Force in airborne and tra-ked % chic le, Los.; trequecncies are setcrefl% roled ott (a -, 3 18

gin t approximatel-, S(X) Hi, to attenuate mechanical runihnL .*ctcordinz it, tests,. the M S' outpertointid the I *\ 8.41?
ss hen used as an PU froi n-end micriophoinc A-s in the [A-8-40. the lrequcnc\ restonse it the NI 8" should he equal i/ed
prit r Ito speech PrOcessing

I10
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9

m-3

3 5

Frequency (kHz

Fi Q(cj - [-requenc% response of the M-138 noise-cancelling micro~phone. The %1 -1I38 s it boomi mic rophone and has been

Used jntcrchaneeabl\ \xtth the %1-97. Since the speech \Aa~cform xxill be filtered at 4 kH,. a peak around 4.4 ksWist inconse-

quential to the performance of the '.oice processor. The MI-138 has at better frequenc,> response than either the %1-87 or TA-

840. But it diid not A ork ai s exli a,, the MI-87 at tank plattormis v\here lt\ - Irequcnc:\ noise I, predominant the reason is that

the M-87 ce.ercl% attenuated LtA 1reqUenICte . Miherea the i-I 38 mi, rophone actuall\ boosts lo'A frequencies that should he

3(5

Frequency (kHz)

1-c. ')r d -requenc\ response ot the Mi-92 norIe-cancell ite, mlicro phone.e IM -92 is ha ld held mii cro phone It en used

in thle PIC platfo rrm The trequeJnc\ response belt x 2 kH/-1,' near\ ideal. A\ ' dBi peak neair 35kfi/ should bec eqiraled

A cc 'rdm in ) tes~ts thle \I -W 'as one ti thle better miic rophones fo r the 1,1 fUtro nt enrd
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Frequency (kHz)

F-ig iJ(C) F reque nc respi n,, ot it It H250 handxci [hie H 2;() N a hand held. nise xc ~ a nec nnit riphi ne used
In conjunction %%ith the tecl, radiii Fhe It 2S() is a tar beiter iiikriiphiine than the prce:dite iriiphincs

9

CZ

13 5
Frequency (kHz)

I-i I,-.9 I MiefIeC\ rep0iine tit the F-V -85 nise ancc lfinig icroiphione [hix, electret hotii ttIiriphuine AxN de~ eloped
tiir the \rn\ I'iix I, the best nisiii-atilinim 11kriphine Ac ha\ e tested to date. Not frequene\, equal tattiit is needed
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1. 3 Breath Noise

The leading edge of a sound wave is often spattered on impact at the surface of the microphone.
creating a burst of noise at the speech onset, particularly at onsets of plosives such as 'p'. This
phenomenon is more pronounced with the noise-cancelling microphone because, as discussed in con-
nection with Eq. (3). the far-field frequency is similar to a high-pass filter li.e., a differentiaior. The
spectrum of/p/ normally has predominantly lov -frequency components. but it spreads noticeably after
spattering (Fig. 1II. The resultant spectrum resembles the spectrum of t

pee Po PU pee po Pu

VI

(oMieruphone kith ,hield (hI \IieriiphicAithnwt shield

12 1 1- Onset ,pectra tit p s\ ith anid v it iiut t f1 skcrccn. Phiisiv milnti
\thiut a putft screen in thle i t iphi iw l end tw si ind ilke

The narrowband LPC tends to accentuate these distorted plosive sounds,. TFhe\ arc frtequentfI\
heard as pops. and the voicing decision tends to be -. 'voied'' rather than unvoiced' as, it sh1ould be.
Not only is the intelligibility of the plosive Sound itself reduced, but contlictinge burst and \ o\\ l trill-
sition informnation (such as a /t - like burst foll1owed by forimint nmemnents typical of p I can be
confusing to the listener. For the samne reasons, the speech recognizer \\~ill be confused.

We recommend that a puff screen be used in all noise-cancelling microphones. Accordine to our
measurement, the use of a puff screen does, not alter f'requecnc\ response charactertstic", although1 theL
speech level could be reduced by I or 2 dB across, the entire passbanid.

2. Input Coupling

Often, the audio is routed front a subscriber terminal in a communication center throuuh a cable
to the x oice processor. often through a s~kitchboard. Trhese circuits t\ picall\ are balanced N(OU~ audio
lines (usualk imgrunded center tap) although in sonte tnstallations 0the ma be unbalanced (one side
grounded). Therefore, the 1'0 should be designied to satisfy both cases to prevent huml pickup. lo~
le\ el. andi loss of losA frequencies.

To avi id imipro per Input coupling, miatmsstm have a floating input provided h\ an inrput

trans formner ki ar tmore protect P~c frot transients and R F than a di fferential Input (operatiotnal amplifier)
that k rks equal l'k exlI tor both balanced and Linbalaneed inputs,. It' the transformner coulpling- Is Used.
there is, no need to further attenuate lowk f~requencies, h\ the aint ial iasi ng filter because thle transformer
iinherentl\ attenuates lowA frequencies,.

7 -- 3



An important spec i heat io n of the Input transfoirmer is the lo'.% -frequencx cwliti because thle
transformer si/e is more or less determined b\ the I o est I rcquenc\ to he transmitted atmxiun
I e~eli We recommnend a Iox - frequenc% cuItff Of 1 50 H / .. A nihe r oft diff~erent otf-the - helit
tralnsforniers are marketed for use kll ith multitonle MI( LMS and are acceptable for w ice appl ica-
tiotns.

3. Automatic Gain (iontro:

A tulost di fficuilt ieqt, remnrt for thle audo.1 Input processor is to maintain a proper spcech le\ ci
prior to thle digital \ oice -rocesslor. As discussed in the Background section. a small amount of' peak
-1lippinL of the speech Na~cfoelm caused by a iIsmatchled gainl. Canl Cause serious consequence,, to the

estinmated speech spectrumi.

Good reaso ns fo r U1,1in2e a reliable Lain control rnechanixmn for voice processors, operating inl tacti]-
cal1 cn\ironmecnts, are:

* lmpro pcr hirluii. of iro-rpjone- In tactical platformis, noise-cancel Iinrg microphones arc
rot'0ine1L'1 used to reduce backg-round noise. As discussed previouslx. the speech level of a
noise-canc'elling microphone is highix dependent on the mnouth-to-microphone distance- An
opt in"mu iii mouth-to-tnicrophone distance is 1 4 in.,. but wvhen it i,, increased to oni I i n. b-
careless handling, the speech lc~el decreases anywhere fromt IH to 14 dB (Fig. 10).

" .Shumingril military, en\ironmients. shouting is not unusual because Of excessive backeround
nloise: or tense operating conditions. ')he 'Spe 2h level) eajsily _jumjps 10 to 20 dB h shouting.

" ()peratin withi c'Aistin~i' awho .s vvhs- In certain operation en) ironmients. the voice processor
may be connected to existing intercom or audio systems. The,.y may have different gain levels
f rom one platform to another. Ani external oain mismatch could be a serious problem for
achieving a proper input level.

The aud io front end Could be equipped with a manual gain control to comlpensate for the exter-
nal gain mismatch. Manual gain controls have reportedly not "orked wecll. ho\m evr, because the
ouperatorr, in the field often didi rio t kno\i% hoxk to adJust them properly . Thus it is, desirable to hav e an
AGC at thle front end to sel f-adiust the gain in accordance wkith the input speech lex ci.

No t all AGC devices. hun\ ever. are suitable for digital voice processors. For examiple. a f"ast-
attck an - li~- eleseAGC is niot appropriate f'or thle framle-by -frame spectral analvsis used in the

digital w ice processor . Am\pl itude variat ions woithin the analysis frame caused h\ the AGC induce
error, )in thle est imated spectrum.

I. Rconmmtpuh' .1C

In our approach, thle neccessar\ g-ain Is estimiated b\ dic-Ital computatons. The estimated gain is

hen fed back Itilte analog, amplifier of thle front end Of thle d1ii \~oice processor. "Fhe gain Is i ncre -

Merited Or dectremitned depe rid i no oni thle error sinal .thle difference beecte thle referece lC\C a ,nd
the kiuantO dtiC 1111 01 ,[Ccl(l~ kIlh eie hrk) e updJate thle c-ain durinc,

tin owcd or silent periods onk I \l tisl, kk a thle speech impl itude is not altered dui-nk- ri\oiced speecoh
sceruierints. fIgure 12 shtos fithe oanestiliation processor.

14
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Enter

No
Voiced?

Estimate

Compute probability density
iow-band energy function

x PI (Y) Compute

differential gain

A% g I=  H ('i:)

Compute

Quantize mean value
low-band energy M ="V YP (Yl n eUpdate 

gain
y =F(x ) g g +-Ag

1 < y25 Compute
error signal

= ref - M

Return

Fig. 12 - Soft"are-controlled AGC. The low-band energy is processed from ioiced speech wAhose
amplitude is as much as 40 dB greater than unvoiced speech). The first-moment of the lokband energy
(M,) is compared with the reference level. The reference level is so chosen that when M, equals this
level, there will be no amplitude clipping. Thc front-end gain (g,) is updated during unvoiced or silent
period!:.

The choice of input variable is critical to the AGC performance. We chose the low-band energy
contained below 1 kHz as the input variable (i.e., the first formant amplitude) because it is relatively
independent of the nature of speech. Although low-band energy is being averaged over a short time
period (20 ms). it has some fluctuations caused by leakage of higher formant frequency components
and/or acoustic background noise. Thus we further smoothed the low-band energy through statistical
averaging. Time averaging, while simpler, is not as good as ensemble averaging because the ampli-
tude of low-band energy is nc, niformly distributed (if so, time averaging would be equivalent to sta-
tistical averaging).

To facilitate computations, the incoming low-band speech energy is quantized to one of 25
values, approximately +20 dB around the reference level (Table ). We chose a fixed step size of
1.75 dB because we can discern a loudness change of that magnitude. Thus the quantized low-band
speech energy is

= F(.r,). (5)

15
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where x, and Y, are low-band speech energies before and after quant ization respectively. and F)
denotes the quantization rule listed in Table 1.

Table I - Quantization of Speech Low-Band Energy Based on 12-hit
Representation of the Speech Waveform. The quantization step si/c is
1.75 dB. The reference level is 250 or Step 13.

Low-Band Quantized
Speech Low-Band Lowk-Band Quantized
Energy Energy Speech Low-Band

(x') (VI Energy Energy

22 or less 1 0) ()
27 1 306 14
3,3 3 374 I5
41 4 458 16
50 5 560 17
61 6 685 18
75 1 7 837 19
92 8 1024 20
112 9 1253 21
137 It) 1534 2
167 II 1870) 23
205 12 2298 24
250 (Reference) 13 2813 or more 25

To c'omputc ie probability densitN function of the quantized low,-band enere\. one register is
assigned to each quantization level. When the quantized lowA-band energy is equal to a particular
counter index, the content of that register is incremented by one. The contents of all registers are then
short-term av~eraged by a single-pole filter with a feedback constant of 1/32. Thus.

(' )=C, I)V) + 1.4:(Y) -- C, (Y)J/32. (6)

wheire C (Y ) is the content of the regikter a.ssociated with quantization leveCl during the i th voiced
frame. The incremental content A, (Y ) is expressed by.

I . ify - Y
AY *'0, ot herwi1se. 7

In Eq. (6). the feedback constant of 1 32 define\, thc %\Ikdth of an exponentiall\ deca\ ing v indo\
for the register. According to tests kith a real-time simlu lator Using a vatriety. of speech samiples C nis\N
als "ell as, quiet) .ia feedback constant of 1 32 is a suitable choice in terms\ of fast gain settlIing it out
nitolucing undlesirable hunlting_ in the sIteady state. Note that the feedbac k constant 1 32 doe,, not

directl% control the galiin up1date rate: the ginil Update rate is, an inc~remental gain X g. . xkIlch appears in

\A ith updated register c m)knts . the proihIhtN densit% function (it the h m -band speech energ\ is

computed b\
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C( Y

The error is defined as the diterence hetween the reterence level (REF) and the mean value of
the low-band energy. Thus,

t RF P, Y. (9)

As indicated in Table I. the reference level is 13 (which corresponds to a lowk-hand energy level of
250 units in a 12-hit A/D conversion). When the mean value of lowk-band energy equals the reference
level, there is no amplitude clipping of any vo\,els.

The front-end analog amplifier gain in decibels, as denoted by ',. is incrementallx adjusted by

.i, .Q, 1 + t'. (10)

where ":,t,.icmental gain Aig, in decibels is no r i,,arlv related to the error:

0. if" 2.

12

1 32 if , > 2.
32

The transormi characteristic has a dead zone near the reference level and is linear elsewhere. Thus. it
the estimated mean of the low -band cnerev is kithin two quantization levels (3.5 dB) of the reference
leel, no gain adjustment is made. There is a broad range of acceptable update factors. We chose the
factor 1132 aftcr experimenting , ith various types of speech input, including noisy speech and lengthy
two-\AaN casual conversations over a real-time processor. Our decision was based on both transient
and steady -state performances, in particular on the gain settling time from an initial gain mismatch as
large as -28 dM.

3.2 Prototjpw i'-!0rformat11nu

The AGC function described in Section 3. I has been tested in the NRL-owned programmable
voice processor and achie\ed the follming re:sults.

" Fhe AGC established the necessar,, gain based on past speech statistics Therefore no addi-
tional frame delay %as introduced.

" With the usc of asseinbl\ language. the onIlputatln tinc \as 0.55 ms for \oiccd frames and
.05 i.s tor un oiccd frames (one tranic is 22.5 ins or 1'0) speech-sanpling time intervals).

17
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" With an external gain mismatch from 0 to -28 dB, intelligibility was \ irtually unaltered.

* When the input gain was mismatched by as much as -28 dB Initially, the stead,,-state gain

was reached within 2 s after the initial onset of voiced speech.

" Once the steady state was; reached, there was no noticeable hunting. This condition %\as based
on a 30-min recording of two-way conversations of various speakers.

* No gain pumping was observed in the presence of severe background noise (helicopter noise).

This AGC unit was field tested by using ANDVT over HF channels (Fig. 13). The received
speech was recorded at 500 mi away. Transcriptions of recorded voice indicate that the AGC worked

satisfactorily for various voices casually speaking in conversational and text-reading modes. Figure 14
is a segment of the speech spectrum of a live message recorded at the receiver.

4. Analog-to-I)igital Conversion

In the conventional front-end processor, the analog speech signal is passed through an analog
antialiasing filter that sharply attenuates frequencies above 4 kHz (Fig. 15), and the filtered output is
digitized at a rate of 8 kHz. In our approach, however, the speech signal is sampled at a rate of 16
kHz. and the necessary filtering is carried out digitally (Fig. 15). According to our experience, there
is no need for an 8 kHz low-pass filter prior to A/D conversion because no significant speech energy
exists beyond 8 kHz.

Ionosphere

1''o

., .,1 % ..

/.-.

.../"500 mles / Shore

Slalion

Pacific Ocean

Fig. 13 -- F test ot AG( with a secure voice terminal. The AtGC vas installed in the ANDVT The

24(X)-h.s speech \kas transmitted over the upper sideband o' an HF channel fmm a U.S. Na'.y ship to

a shore station 5() nit aw as. At the samrre time. another .oice terminal ,ith d ManUI l cin on trol

tranlsnlitted the same voice over the liker sidehand of the same HIF channel. Transcriptions ot hoth
speeches at the receiver indicate that the ANDVT with the AGC pro% ded a consistenti, better matched

speech level than the voice terminal wAith a manual ,gain control. This is an example ot "here a manual

control is not useful because the ope rator in the fied c i ties i(, kno. ho,, to adt list it prpiperlv. Thc usc

of an A(;(' at the preprocesso r is recomtmended.

18
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L's COMP& -( s thls

C)

Fig. l4 -Speech spectrum of speech received bN an N1F channel at a distance of 5(K) mi from the transmitter. The AGC

algorithnm provided a perfectIN mnatched speech lesel for ANDVI. This is, a remarkabl, clear spectrogram (it speech

encoded at 2400 hs and transmitted oser a use HF channel. The presence of sharp speech onsets and clear formiant struc-

ture implies that speech has been properly aiiiplified bk the AGC mechanism discussed In (his section

----- Analon Digital

To

Sneech L o Pvas 1 A D oc
F.! e r v'e I e r

3 Hz cl~ack

(a) Cons entional approach

Analog .Digital

To
Sneeck ~Low Par-De. ~

hbi O ur approach

1ig I(AOd and rnes approiches to A 1) cons ersion. in our approach. the nece~sarN filtering i

ettected h,, digital computations. shich can more readil% attain ideal filtering characteristics, such

as a sharp cutoft rate and i neaIr phasc rspinc ose ser (the entire pa s sand, . than c-an af ii alab

hfiler (see Fig. l10)
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4. 1 D~iital .Antitliasing, Filter

A typical antialiasing tilter has a cultofft characteristic on the order of 180( dB pcr ot.taoc. F-or
example, a 4 kHz antialiasinea filter has roll-off characteristics of: 0) dB at 3.6 kl-!'. - 20) dB3 at 4 k~lz.
-40 dB at 4.4 kH. ... ,.. - 180 dB at 7.2 kHz. The imlpulse response of' an anitlal isine filter iiua he
obtained from the followin- Hamiming-w indowed Fourier series:

G 0.54 - 0.4 co c7, -i- 0. o

0, other,. Ise .(12)

%khere the faictor G make,, thle suml Of the impu)LlseC replrlsCuntx 1,e. .1 a I)(i lamnl of unit\) The quanl-
t\ 1 is the total nu tube r1C of IIitpl se response samples, and is related to the attenuat in ra-te beyond the

cutoff frequene\ . The quant it\ %\ is related to the cutoff freqlen)C\ fOr a L'. en \ al uc of I. The itu1pLIlse
response 1i snimmetric ,tith respect to the i~dpo0int. Fhhus the phase responseI, is nar.

A 4 kHz li( -pass Idler kith a frecquenc\ rfll-oA rate of appro\miiatel\ I S0) A1 per octa\ c
nia ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~- beraIldb et n n 2i Fq. ( 12). O n the other hand, a 6 M/ i~ ps

fiter '\ ith a similar frequenIC\1 roll oft characteristic ma'. he reali/ed b'. lettirie I - 43 and N c 33.
The lipulse responses tof thesec fte1rs are l1ited In Table 2. and their t eqc creponses, are h' i

In 1i.t

4.2 IAonn "amii',

It a 4 Oil alit I'laIusin cltr is, used, thfilhter outtl Iis do'. n-sanipled b\ a factorom to o tOe
Thus vc'er'. other samlple Is 'kipped

)n the othicl hand, at It kill atialiasinc, tilter Is, used. the filterl outlput is do. smldb
fKatr Of t01u1 toi three InI other '.ord,,.c r'. towr ,(nck~ esmples produIces tuiree oinseo.cuti\ e

smlsIhesC three consecu'. e arple are obtalined hb\ ite-pition. Hull

k( II I - I 1 " 12 1 1 I

three 0cItCe.JitI',C eUI outpt saples f loi the olo'.k.nsaripler

5Spcech Signial C onditioniing

I-our t\1), tit ofInput intcrferewmc Cs O'tteri QricountIIret l ite sTI)CeL 111 ' eoi h'.,r l

initoentimal DC( bias" ceerte b 11C Ar 1) cou'.erteu. 00l H/ humf. dicifadl n nSC picd up h\ the
anM' 'cir~ iit and ambient *ic utisk TWIN ise 10e discuss-II1- OIieth ~l o ilpeslcteeintererencs
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Table 2 - Impulse Responses of -1 and 6 kHz

Antialiasing Filters. The 4 kHz filter is for speech
encoding: the 6 kHz filter is for ,peech or speaker
recognition.

Impulse Response h (j

Index ) 4 kHz cutoff A kH/ cutoff

I = 43, N 2 I /= 43. N = 33
I and 43 0.00103 -0,0(XX)5
2 and 42 0.(X) 112 -0.0112
3 and 41 -0.00171 0.00219
4 and 40 -0.00174 - 0.00232
5 and 39 0.0X314 0.00068

6 and 38 0.00271 0.(X)271
7 and 37 -0.00557 A)-0.0629

8 and 36 -0.()396 0.00727
9 and 35 0.(X)930- 0.00329

10 and 34 0.00538 -0.00540

II and 33 -0.01459 0.01482
12 and 32 -0.(W0687 -0.01846
13 and 31 0.02282 0.)1079
14 and 30 ().(X)829 0.00831
Is and 29 -0.03505 -0.03119
16 and 28 -0.00954 0.04397
17 and 27 1.05581 -0.03242
18 and 26 0.01052 -0.01054
19 and 25 -0. 10113 0.07938
2(0 ani 24 -0.01113 -0.15601

21 and 23 0.31613 0.21606
22 11.51(46 0.76181
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Table 3 12-Bit A 1) Cot certer ()utput Samples (%k ith he input I ( undCd),
(a) v. ithomt I)C suppression. b) .it h )(" PIp)rc,.,m

i j ) I) I) lI) I) -I() IC) I k I () I ( I 1 I 1 (I i I

Il) 1.9 --19 -l) 19 I I) I I ( I I I ) I i ( I I ( I
- 9 I9 I 9 1 L) 1 (11 11 11 i 11 I I
1 q 19 I1

)  
1' Q 9 1 1)  11), 19+ 1) 1} 1) I) 1 1

19 I9 19 19 - 4 -19 19 1 ()  I I 
)  I I ) I )

19 - -1 19 19 -- 19 -(9 -19 () () (1 I) 1. 1t k)
I9 19 19 19 19 -19 <9 19 ( ( I) 1) II (- (
Ik) 119 I(9 19 <9 -19 ) -I t) - I( (I (Y 0 1 0 i(

w, here A ') is the autocorrelation matrix of the input speech samples. When speech amplitude is low
and the DC bias is large, the autocorrelation matrix in Eq. (151 tends to have row elements %kith simi-
lar numerical values, making inversion of the niatrix impossible. (The situation is similar to finding
intersections of parallel lines.) Such an event creates a number of undesirable ettects:

" The initial consonant intelligibility is reduced. particularly for .,h', A.,, and n, ,khich are dif-
ficult to characterize even when DC bias is absent.

* The speech synthesiier tends to generate annoying pops or flutters when speech is absent.

The DC offset present in the A ') converter output may be removed hy a simple DC-suppression
filter Made of a pole at = I and a zero at - = ,,. wAhere ( < I (Fig. 17). Thus the transfer func-
tion of the DC suppression filter is expressed by

Il(: 2~- -{ I (16)

2 1 Y

wherc factor ( is related to the 3 dB cutoff frequency (Table 4). The ftactor (I -- (Y) /2 in Eq. (16) is
to make the passband gain unit' ,  (i.e.. H (-) = l at - I 1). Since thi, factor is nearl, unit,, it
ma be replaced with 1 ( to save the computation time: the consequence is that the speech amplitud-
becomes a fraction tf a decibel low er. Figure I shows the frequenc., response of this DC-
supprc,,o filter.

5.2 6() II: Huim Rc ud4c, n

Often. fault\ input toupline causes 6)0 Hi hum pickup. The presence of b) Hi noise couht be a
sern us problem hor the digital w(.ice processor. The desien of a [)C suppression filter is simili the
DU suppression presented in the preceding section. The zero and pole of the 00 Hi suppression filter
hac an argutment that corresponds to ±6( Hi ( i.e - r ri() 4(Xs)) ±t).)057r radians). a, illus-
trated in lig. 19. Thu, the transfer functiom ( the 60) H/ suppre,,,,ion filter i,,

IIt: I----------------77.--fi,() " 6; . . . . .. . . • 17

-)3
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Fig. 17 - Zero and pole of the DC 'uppression fiher. The ,ero
located at z = I is indicated b. W: the pole located at z = (, C,

< 1) is indicated b, W. The magnitude ot x controls the cutoff fre-
quency (see Table 4)- Compare this figure %,ith Fig. 19 i6.) Hz
suppression fiiterl.

Table 4 - Cutoff Frequenc in Terms of Filter
Parameter ai. Any ay values between

0.875 and 0.925 are acceptable

Filter Parameter at -3 dB Cutoff Frequency

0.855 200 Hz I

0.865 185
0.875 170
0885 156
0.895 142
0.905 128
0.915 114
0.925 1( W

24
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Frequency (kHz)

-10

30-

0 -40

-50F

F ig. 18 Frequenc response it the DC suppressor. The response ris snmooth> from 0
Hi. and no in-band treryiencN ripples occur that could he detrimental it) the I-PC analkss
'This figure is p~otted tbr a=0.885, and the -I dB cutoff frequenc\, is 156 Hi
isee 'Fable

1:2 9 er adpoe f ~wN)H sppesio -ite Te er sildi.tc
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where a is the parameter that controls the notch bandwidth around 60 H,. and G is a gain factor that

makes the passband gain unity (i.e.. H, z = I at z= - ).

Equation ( 17) may be simplified as

Hi) G 1 -1.99777988: + (18)
1 - 2a(O 9988899)z -+ (,,' z

where

(I + -c) + 2(Y(0.998 8 8 9 9 )G = (19)
3.99777988

Although the DC suppression filter has a wide range of acceptable values of a (see Table 41. the
60 Hz suppression filter has only a limited range of values of a because the frequency response must
rise sharply beyond 60 Hz. We recommend cx = 0.94; and the transfer function of the 60 Hz
suppression filter becomes

Hiz) = 0.9409005 1 - 1.99777988- + (20)
1 -1.877913 z ' + .836-

Figure 20 shows the frequency response of this 60 H/. suppression filter.

Frequency (kHz)

-10 3

-30 -

-40-

-60

-70

-80

-t 0 _

Fig 201 Frequenc, response of a sotnple 64) H/ no.h tiller ()ften, a taulx input couphni

1n1tri.uce, 64) Hi noise. \s noted. this 6) Hi ,upprc,sion filter dIo renoes c e )(" c npotcni

bK 1- 23 dB thu, Ihis 64A) Hi suppression tiler tcLt be UtCd A, a generai purpo,. Io%%

trequenc, cuot I filler
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5.3 Digita! '\ois Reduction

The presence of noise (such as digital noise pickup b the analog circuits I units the a,,ailahlc
dynamic range. The digital noise pickup can he controlled b isolating the analog circuits from the

digital circuits and h filtering powrer lines if a common power suppl 5 is used. We recommend that
the magnitude of digital noise he \Aithin one or tMo least significant hits for the 12-hit A 1) com,,ertei
output. This criterion is not difficult to nicet. We recommend that all analog circuits he placed in a
separate copper can to minimize digital noise pickup.

5.4 Amient \oise Redth'tion

When speech is transmitted digitally at lo" hit rates, speech intelligihilit, is degraded hy as
mu,:h as 15 to 25 points hecause of pitch and voicing errors and the inability of the filter coefficients
to describe accurately the complex spectra of noisy speech. Likewise, a woice recogni.,er score that is

82o7 accurate at 85 dB sound pressure level (SPL) (i.e.. office environments) scores onl, 13Yr in 115
dB SPL (i.e.. helicopter platforms) 141. Since woice processors often operate in nois\ military plat-
torms, reduction o(f anhient noise is a significant objective of preprocessing.

Spectral Noise Subtraction Method

We tested a spectral subtraction method that is a family of frequenc,,-domain noisc-reduction
techniques: it subtracts the estimated short-term amplitude spectrum of noise from the short term
amplitude spectrum of' noisy speech. The resultant spectrum is converted to the speech signal h., using
the original input phase spectrum (implying that no steps are taken to refine the phase spectrun. This
technique has been investigated extensively hy Lir 151. Berouti et al. 16). Boll 17). Weiss et al. 181.
and others. They all perceived that the output speech was improved bN incorporating a number of
artifacts, including the oversuhtraction of spectra and the amplitude transformation of the individual
spectrum. Thus the estimated speech spectrum ;s often denoted b,. the general form

IS(k) Ylk) - - ( .Vl,)'" k = 0. 1 2. 127. 121)

, here AVk ) is the estimated kth amplitude spectral component of noise that must be updated during
the absence of speech. ; Y}k ) is the kth amplitude spectral component of the noise suppressor input:
and " Sik )' is the estimated kth amplitude spectral component of speech (i.e.. noise suppressor out-
put). In 'q. (2 1. >-- I and I - I . Berouti, Schw, art/, and Makhoul jt,] used It 2 %kith an
adjustable 4: Boll 171 used -, = I and It = I- and Weiss et al. 181 used. in effect, I with an
adiustable /t. We used a set of parameters i.e , . I and it 2). Thus.

i.S(k) 1 }{k) .\'(k . k 0. 1 .2 . 127. (-12)

Equalizatioin of Microphone Response

We introduced equalitation of the microphone trcquenc, response in Eq. (22) b, v, cighting the
,peech spectrum hx the differential gain hets cn the actual microphone response and the ideal flat
response. The speech spectrUln \ith cquali/ed imcrophonc rcsponnse is espressed h\

,(k) IVi k I I Yk - X k 0, 1- 2j. . 127 1 223)
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where W(k) is the kth differential gain (in power ratio. not in decibels) between the actual micro-
phone response and the ideal flat response for the kth frequency. Note that the index k is incremented
by a frequency step of (40()0.128) = 31.25 Hz. We need not compensate the microphone response
outside 150 and 3800 Hi. Thus. W(k) = I ifk <5 and k > 122.

Additional Factors

Even it the values of t and -, are fixed (i.e.., I and - 2. the noise- suppression perfor-
iui~ k dependC, on other sallent facors no: cxpic!C, .hew!, in T,4 23) The~" fw:tors are:

1. Spectral analYsis-The 180 speech samples -f the current frame were overlapped with the
76 trailing samples of the previous frame through trapezoidal windowing. We chose a
frame of 76 samples because the resulting 256 samples permit the use of a standard FFT
for the time-to-frequenc transformation.

2. Minimum spectral floor-If the subtracted spectrum in Eq. (23) (i.e.. the left-hand
member) was less than zero, it was replaced with zero because the amplitude spectrum
cannot be negative. But, as noted by Berouti, Schwartz, and Makhoul 181, a small amount
of spectral floor improved the output speech quality. They used a minimum spectral floor
of somewhere between -20 and -46 dB with respect to the estimated noise spectrum. In
our DAM tests (wheret = 2). we used a fixed value of -34 dB. Thus

S(k) " >_ 0.02.,V(k)V2 k = 0.1 2 ..... 127. (24)

3 Noise spectrum updating period-In the noise-suppression technique that makes use of a
single microphone, the noise spectrum is available only when speech is absent. Therefore,
the noise spectrum should be updated only in the absence of both voiced speech and
unvoiced speech. In high-noise environments, however, unvoiced speech is difficult to
de;ect because ambient noise is often much louder. Voiced speech has considerable energy
at the first formant frequency, and most platform noises do not have strong resonant
frequencies in the first formant region. As illustrated in Fig. 2 1, the histogram of low-band
energy swings between larger values (when voiced speech is present) to smaller values
(when voiced speech is absent). During each frame, we obtained the low-band energy of
the current frame by simply summing the first 32 spectral power densities available for
spectral subtraction. The past history of low-band energy' was scanned to determine the
maximum (MAX) and minimum (MIN) values. We updated the noise spectrum when the
current low-band energy )P) was below a threshold set at one-eighth of the distance from
MIN to MAX

P < MIN + (MAX MIN)/8. (25)

Although we updated the noise spectrum during unvoiced frames, the effect was not too adverse
because unvoiced speech was generally brief in comparison to the silent periods between phrases.

4. Noise spectrum adaptation-The first-order low-pass filtering given b

IN(k) G! N(kv-1 + (I - G) Y(k)1 2 . k = 0. 1. 2..... 127 (26)
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Fig. 21 - Histogram of- speech energy beh, I kHz contained in the trape4oidall. anphtude-

wxeighted 256 samples (i.e.. short-term averaged, lo\A,-band energ,). The two sentences ,,,ere
spoken at a helicopter platfo~rm \,here the noise level \kas as high as 115 dB. When obced
speech i,. absent. the le,,el of- Iov,-band energy i,, clouse to the mninimumi ,alue (MIN) obser',ed in
the past 10-s histor\ . The noise spectrum is updated w.'hen the low-band energyr of- the present
franie tPi is below the threshold le,,el that is indicated byi the heavy line. As noted. the noise
spectrumn iN updated during long gaps betveen sentences and brief' gaps (ta I-e\w framnes) between
'kords,.

is adequate for updating the noise spectrum. In Eq. (26), G is a feedback factor that is nor-
mnally G = 15/16. Quicker update is preferred when the input spectral density is less than
the estimated noise spectral density. In this case, we used G = 3!4. This noise-spectrum
adaptation method proved adequate. We observed that a suddenly appearing interfering
tone during speech wAas effectively cancelled within a quarter of a second.

Prototype Perfo~rmance

We selected I11 different types of noisy speech samples actually recorded at military' platforms
and an office. Figure 22 is an example of spectrograms before and after noise reduction when we
used the speech samples recorded at a P3C cruising at a high altitude (the noise level is 105 dB). The
noise suppressor reduced noise by 15 dB, and the output spectrum is remarkably free of ambient
noise.

We also evaluated the prototype noise suppressor through the 2.4-kbis speech encoder. The per-
tormaj,.,. wa., evaluated by the standardized speech quality' test, the Diagnostic Acceptability Measure
(DAM). It evaluates the amount of' speech distortion in terms of hissing, buZZing, rumbling, babbling.
fluttering, mnuffled, nasal, unnatural, cracking, thin, and harsh. Hence the test w'ould indicate the
effectiveness of noise suppression Nkhen the voice processor is tested with and without noise suppres-
sion. The following is a summary of, test results:
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(b) Noise-suppressor output

Fig. 22 Spectrograns of noiN speech recorded at a P3C platform. The turboprop noise generated bN the P3C is
rather statlonars with two prominent resonant frequencies. Ihe noise suppressor removed most of the prop noise.

I. Average quality score improvement-The voice quality improved for ever speech material
we tested. The average score improved 6 points, which is substantial. In the shipboard
environment where the noise level was only 76 dB, the score was improved by only 2.6
points (see Fig. 23).

2. No adverse effects with noise-free speech-Spectral subtraction did not degrade the quality
of noise-free speech, contrary to some of the previously tested noise-suppression tech-
niques. In fact, spectral subtraction removed even the background hiss produced by the ori-
ginal analog tape. As a result, speech quality improved from 50.2 to 52.7.

-. last improvement with nonstationarv noise-As expected, a noise-subtraction method
making use of a single microphone did not perform well with nonstationary noise (such as
the fluttering wind noise encountered in a moving jeep) because a slowly updated noise
spectrum cannot compensate effectively for the rapidly changing incoming noise spectrum.

4. Dramwatic improvement with relatively vtationarv noise-If the noise is relatively stationary
as is the P3C noise, the performance of the spectral subtraction method is remarkable. The
score improved from 32.0 to 45.2 , which is comparable to the quality improvement in a
noise-free environment when random bit errors arc reduced from 5% to 0.5%.

6. Spoken Voice

The spectral characterisation of speech improves if the talker pronounces words slowly and dis-
tinctly. The use of a delayed sidetone is an effective way to induce the talker to articulate more
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Fg. 23 - Speech quality scores with and without the spectral subtraction method. Speech
quality was improved in all cases, and the speech quality was upgraded from "very poor
to "poor.- "poor' to -fair.- etc. These descriptive terms were devised by the Digital
Voice Processor Consortium, which has been testing voice processors since 1972.

slowly and conscientiously. Likewise, if the speech spectrum is balanced between low and upper fre-
quency bands, the result of speech analysis improves. We present a method of equalizing the speech
spectral envelope.

6. 1 Sidetone Consideration"

Sidetone is an acoustic feedback of the speaker's own voice to the earphone of the handset used
for transmission. In the full-duplex telephone, sidetone is superimposed with the received signal from
the other end, including line noise and the speaker's voice.

Sidetone at the speaker's site performs many benefits. Richards 191 found that the relative loud-
ness of sidetone influences how loud a person talks, The absence of any sidetone indicates to the
talker that the line is dead. What is more important, the quality of sidetone gives the talkers some
idea of the quality of the connection, which influences their manner of talking. For example, a very
noisy line (as evidenced by a noisy sidetone) usually encourages the talker to speak louder. Likewise,
a line with echo may influence the talker to speak more slowly and distinctly.

Black I101 found that delayed auditory feedback causes a slowdown in the talking rate in propor-
tion to sidetone delays of up to 200 to 250 is. Too much delay, however, causes articulation distur-
bances, which have been extensively studied and documented I 11 1. NRL also conducted delayed side-
tone experiments that confirmed the previous findings: namely, talking slows down with increasing
sidetone delays of up to 100 ms (Fig. 24) 112).
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Sdeoore Delay m

I IL! 24 Reading time Nidetone da\'.In rhv. experimuent. a ltt of 12 werences and toUr 24-Aord
h.1'. fonte ht each ot One, m.o. three. and tour-',Olable A ords Ae re read Ahile hearin one'uwo fl olce

dcl a~ed in the earphone ot the handset 1 121. The mean %a[LI ot reading time Aith no, dclaN i. 21 6 ,anid
readunev time increawe, h nearix to 20 utqh a detaN of I MX nm,

Previously. NRL specified at delay of' 30 ms for ANDVT, a tactical 24(X)-b/s secure telephone
for tri-sersice use (mentioned in Section 3.2). A delay of' 30 mis is relatively small, and it wxill not
atfect communication. (The Bell Systemi does not use echo suppression it' echo delay is 30 ins or
less. ) The Utsetblness, of' sidetone in actual environments will be further evaluate:d by the user reactions
to ANDVT ats they are deployed in quantity in the near future.

0.2 Speech Spectral Tilt Equalizationt

For a gis en speech sound, the amnount of speech spectral tilt varies significantly f'rom person to
person (Fig. 25). A clAear ringing voice has more high-flrequency, energies (Fig. 251 a)) because of* the

bolrine tas orahle characteristics of' the 2lottis and vocal tract: (a) glottis closes instantl, (ie.. ss ide-
hand excitation I. (h) glottis closes completely (i.e.. a good 'on-and-off" contrast), (c) w cal tract is
not lossy, (ie., no speech leakage f'romi the nasal passages). Other voices have weak upper hands (Fig
25(h)) becausec their glottis and vocal characteristics are opposite of these. A speaker recognition pro-
cess directly or indirectlN exploits the spectral tilt to identify or v erify speakers.

For othcr speech applications, however, a wkide variation in the spectral tilt results in speaker-
dependent perf'ormance hecause the LPC analysis does not work well with those speech signals havine,

sakiupper frequency components. Therefore. LPC analysis is, often preceded by preemiphasis (high-
frequency boost). Usually, at fixed preemphasis is used. Since the magnitudie of' the spectral tilt Is dif'-
terent trout person to person, at preferred preemiphasis would he an adaptive preemphasis w.herebN the
amIount (it highi-frequency boost is self--controlled by the amount of" spectral tilt of' the inputJ speech.

Adaptive preemphasisl is acOrtplished by at single-,ero filter wkith an ad(.aptive filterwegt

Ml) -z Mh) -. 3 Xii I1). (27)

,skheic .1 is, the adaptix e preeniphasis factor, and k u and ml are the input and output \pcech sam-

ples. We chose 3 to be the coef'ficient of the first-order linear predictor because it approxiates, the
speech envelope hb\ a single variable, and this vairiable contains miainls, 11tkoitation regarding the
spectral tilt. Thus.
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E I (iji )Ai - 1) 1 .0 < d < 0.5 28

0.51EJxt2(i)I EIl 2 (i -- I lI

where E 1'1 signifies the running average of the past history, which i, on the order of I s. The
theoretical range of 3 is - 1.0 and 1.0. We, however, intentionally limit its lower range to 0.5

because if / is less than 0.5, the speech signal has strong high-frequency components (i.e.. unvoiced
fricatives /s/, /sh/, /chl, etc.): hence, no further preemphasis is needed. Figure 26 is twe frequency
response of the adaptive preemphasizer for various values of preemphasis factors Since the quantity )3
is derived through long-term averaging, it is more dependent on the speaker's vocal timbre than the
spoken words (which has been smudged b, long-term averaging).

15

10 - _-

a) 5.

t.,o/

0.'
CL S -5 "

C:r

2 3

Frequency (kHz)

Fig 26 - Adaptie preemphasis filter responses lor ,arlous preemphasts taciors ,t from
0 S to 0 4 at an increment ot 0 I For comparison purposes, all the trequenct' responses

are normalized to have a unit% gain at I(X) H, A soice \kith strong high-trequencx corn-
ponents (Fig 25(a?) achiesvc simaller J3 value or 0 774: therefore high frequencies are not
bN)sted as much On the other hand, a oice without strong high-frequenc. components
(Fig 25(b) attains a large J \alue of 0 (7' theretore high frequencies are boosted more
than for the other ,oice Thu,, both ,pcech sample,, hase more balanced loAer and upper
band spectral distributi n-

CONCLUSIONS

In this report. ,e discuss how to preprocess the speech signal in such a way that the subsequent
digital voice processing algorithm can function at its best. The approach presented here is applicable
to speech coding, speech recognition. speaker recognition, or anN other processor used to extract ver-
bal or nonverbal information from speech.
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Apreprocessor is no longer a fwgamanplifier \kith lin aimn liasinge tiltLer It i an adapti~e
systemn that can self-adjlust the 'speech le\ ci and remove anN intedCFnC1.C (I C . DC( bM&, N) Hi hum.
divaital noise. ambient noise) if" present. It can CqUalite a nontlat microph me response. The preproces,-
sor also has an antialiasing filter that has an excellcnt roll-It charaicieristjic - 1SO))11B per octax e)
,Aith differential group dela-Ns of zero ant wAhere \xi',hin the passbannd. Vhe pieprocessor c' en equali.'es
t\ ide variations of speech spectral tilt to improve the quaiit\ of the extracted speech parameters. Nlore
imnportantly, the onlN analoii circuit "e use is a variable-gain amplifier at the front end and the A D
converter. Since no elaborate analog circuits are involved, the preprocessor is not a hindrance to
hardwAare miniaturliation.

This report is the result of our continuing eftort to make voice processor,, more reliable and to
operate succcssfullt in difficult reil-world environments.
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